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Using a time-dependent two-component Ginzburg-Landau theory, we have studied the flow resistivity of
vortices in the time-reversal-symmetry-breaking (T-breaking! phases of unconventional superconductors. The
free vortex flow resistivity is found to be generally nonlinear against the magnetic field. The relevance of these
results in explaining a recent experiment by Wu et al. is addressed. @S0163-1829~98!01518-5#Unconventional pairing is believed to most probably oc-
cur in heavy fermion superconductors such as UPt3.1 Re-
cently it was found that a Ru-based layered perovskite
Sr2RuO4 shows the existence of superconductivity in the ab-
sence of copper.2 It seems probable that superconductivity in
the Ru-based compound involves a different mechanism, via
odd-parity pairing, from that operating in the copper
oxides.2–4 A more recent experiment on a Ru-based double
perovskite with copper doping, Sr2YRu12xCuxO6 with a
transition temperature of about 30 K, also points toward un-
usual superconducting properties.5 Apart from other anoma-
lies, we mention only the magnetic-field-dependent resistiv-
ity. The B(T) defined by the location of maximum dR/dT in
the R-T curve at a field B increases conventionally with
decreasing temperature, but the B(T) defined by vanishing
resistance shows almost infinite slope at T;10 K. Because
of the intrinsic coexistence of ferromagnetism and supercon-
ductivity, the authors suspected that the Cooper pair may be
of odd parity such as the p wave.5
In this article, we present numerical results of one of the
intrinsic macroscopic properties, the free vortex flow resis-
tivity, in superconductors with odd-parity pairing. Although
the field-dependent resistivity r is complicated by the extrin-
sic nature of pinning in real samples, it approaches the in-
trinsic free vortex flow resistivity rF at high driving currents,
and is related to rF in the thermally activated flux flow
~TAFF! regime as r5rFm(T ,B),6 where m(T ,B) is the nor-
malized mobility of the vortex in the pinning potential.7 We
find the following interesting behaviors of free vortex flow:
~i! Axially symmetric vortices behave conventionally, irre-
spectively of the time-reversal-symmetry breaking (T break-
ing, hereafter!; ~ii! for the two kinds of nonaxial T-breaking
vortices, only one type of them is stable under an applied
current; ~iii! the vortex flow resistivity is in general highly
nonlinear in magnetic induction B . In particular, by assum-
ing that the resistivity is measured in the TAFF regime,6 as is
mostly the case in experiments, our results ~see Figs. 1 and
2! are consistent with the anomalous zero-resistance B(T)
line of Wu et al.5
The generic Ginzburg-Landau ~GL! free energy func-
tional is identical for singlet and triplet pairing, and is ex-
pressed as1570163-1829/98/57~17!/10307~4!/$15.00F5E dVA~T !~ uh1u21uh2u2!1b1~ uh1u21uh2u2!2
1b2~h1*h22h1h2*!
21b3uh1u2uh2u2
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1K3~Dx*h1*Dyh21c.c.!1K4~Dx*h2*Dyh11c.c.!
1
1
8p ~B2He!
2
, ~1!
where (h1 ,h2) (5h) are the two components of the order
parameter in the real space, D5i\¹22eA/c , B5¹3A is
the local magnetic induction, and He is the applied magnetic
field. As usual, A(T);lnT/Tc defines the transition tempera-
ture. The other coefficients are material-dependent param-
eters. We note that if K12K25K31K4 and b350 the ef-
fective symmetry group is the D6h system studied by
Tokuyasu et al.8 On the other hand, if K15K2, K35K450,
and b350, Eq. ~1! reduces to that of Machida et al.9
Assuming pure dissipative dynamics, we write the time-
dependent GL equations ~TDGLE! as
] th1,252GdF/dh1,2 , ~2!
FIG. 1. Free vortex flow resistivity as a function of field. The
solid line represents the linear law while the dashed lines are low-
field asymptotes. The open circles, squares, triangles, and diamonds
are for square vortex lattices, while the crosses and open stars are
for hexagonal vortex lattices. See the text for details.10 307 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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where G and rn51/sn are material constants and cannot be
determined by the GL functional itself. G determines the
relaxation rate of the order parameters and rn (sn) is the
normal state resistivity ~conductivity!. We are working in
such a gauge that the electrostatic potential is absent. In Eq.
~3! a fixed applied current J can be included by requiring
¹3He5(4p/c)J. Since there is no a priori microscopic
knowledge of G for unconventional superconductors, we
here make an ad hoc choice: G5(2e)(K11K2)/$@4(b1
2b2)1b3#sn%, under which the TDGLE could lead to the
usual linear vortex flow resistivity as a function of field B
~linear law hereafter!10,11 in our system when the time-
reversal symmetry is not broken.
We shall be interested in the case where T breaking may
be realized. This occurs for such $b i% that b2.0, b3,4b2,
and 4(b12b2)1b3.0. The T breaking twofold degener-
ated bulk phase is (h1 ,h2)5h0(1,6i) with uh0u2
52A(T)/@4(b12b2)1b3# . Following the convention, we
define q5ih3h*/uhu2, which can be nonzero only if time-
reversal symmetry is broken, namely, h cannot be trans-
formed to h* by any gauge transform. Furthermore, define
h65(h16ih2)/A2uh0u. Then q5(uh2u22uh1u2)zˆ . The
two pure T-breaking phases are the h1 phase ~with q
521) and the h2 phase ~with q511). In the context of
singlet ~triplet! pairing, q is proportional to the z-axis pro-
jection of the internal angular momentum ~pseudospin! of
the Cooper pair.1 In the presence of a magnetic field, both
T-breaking phases could appear with one of them dominat-
ing the other. It was found that there exists two classes of
T-breaking vortices in the D6h system: P and AP vortices,
where the P ~AP! vortex is defined when He is parallel ~an-
tiparallel! to q of the dominant phase.8 When K1 /K2Þ1 the
P vortex has the shape of a triangle while the AP vortex has
the shape of a crescent.8,12 On the other hand, when K1
5K2 and K35K450, both kinds of vortex are axially sym-
metric and energetically degenerated.8,9,12
Equations ~2! and ~3! are solved numerically by using the
finite element method developed earlier.13,14 Without loss of
generality, we constrain the parameters as follows: ~i! K1
2K25K31K4, b350, and ~ii! 0,b2˜[b2 /@4(b12b2)
1b3#<bc with bc;0.058. For later convenience, let us de-
fine ki5Ki /(K11K2), k˜5(k31k4)/2, and D k˜5(k3
FIG. 2. Zero-resistance lines B(T). The dashed line is obtained
from the linear law and the solid line from the diamonds of Fig. 1.
See the text for details.2k4)/2. The control parameters are k1 and D k˜ . In the weak
coupling limit, k153k253/4 and D k˜50.1,15 But strong cou-
pling effect would yield much more complicated situations.
The upper critical field under condition ~i! is Hc2
I 5B0 /(1
22D k˜) or Hc2II 5B0 /@322A(12D k˜)218 k˜2# , with the
larger one as the relevant critical field.1 Here B0 is a charac-
teristic field scale B05F0/2pj2, with j
5A2(K11K2)/2A(T) as a characteristic length scale simi-
lar to but maybe different to the coherence length. Another
length scale similar to the London penetration depth is
l5Ac/@8p(2e)(K11K2)uh0u2# , so that an ad hoc GL pa-
rameter k can be defined as k5l/j .1 Condition ~ii! ensures
that the T-breaking vortex state is stabilized.8,9 We have per-
formed extensive simulations for the driven T-violating vor-
tices.
First, we consider k150.55k2(512k1), D k˜50, and
b2˜50.02. In this case, Hc25Bc25B0. We use k52 here,
but essentially the same results are found for larger values of
k . The vortex structure turns out to be axially symmetric and
has been described in detail by Machida et al.9 In short, ~i! at
extremely low fields He;Hc1, when h1 (h2) is the domi-
nant phase, h2 (h1) is localized and peaks at the core re-
gion of h2 (h1); ~ii! at higher fields, the relative phases of
h1 and h2 are locked ~by the b2 term in the free energy
functional! as h156ih2 so that we have essentially either
pure h1 or pure h2 phase. Since the P and AP vortices are
energetically degenerated, the system behaves isomorphic to
a conventional system and both P and AP vortices behave
conventionally. This is exactly what we see in our simulation
results. The open circles in Fig. 1 shows the field dependence
of the free vortex flow resistivity rF . It is seen to be essen-
tially linear aside from minor numerical uncertainties. In
particular, although the h1 phase may reside at the core
region of the h2 phase ~or vice versa! at fields near Hc1,
the system seems to still behave conventionally, a phenom-
enon we can trace back to the axial symmetry of the
single vortex structure. The dashed line in Fig. 2 shows the
‘‘zero-resistance’’ B(T) line in the presence of a model pin-
ning potential when the linear law applies for rF . In detail,
we assume without loss of generality that rn(T)}T ,
Bc2(T)5Bc2(0)A(12t2)/(11t2), and m(T ,B)5exp
@2U(T,B)/T#;exp@2u0(12t2)3/2/bst# with t5T/Tc and
b5B/Bc2(0).7,16 Here U(T ,B) is the strength of the pinning
potential.7 For general purpose we have assumed an inverse
power law dependence of the pinning potential on the field
with an exponent s . Then r(T ,B)5rFm . Let u052 and s
50.1. The maximum T that matches a zero-resistance crite-
rion r(T ,B)<rn(Tc)/100 at a field B is thus obtained. The
zero-resistance B(T) line for the linear law shows the de-
sired steady increase of B with decreasing T . The conven-
tional behavior of axial T-breaking vortex flow is also re-
flected in the equilibrium magnetization curve ~not shown
here! extracted from the Virial theorem,17 with an extrapo-
lated lower critical field Hc1;0.173B0, which is close to the
conventional value @(lnk/k2)Hc2#. Therefore neither magne-
tization nor vortex flow resistivity measurements could dis-
criminate an axially symmetric T-breaking vortex state from
conventional states.
57 10 309BRIEF REPORTSNext, we consider k52, k153k250.75, D k˜50, b˜2
50.02. In this case Hc25Hc2
II 51.8165B0 ~while Hc2I 5B0).
From the magnetization curve we extracted Hc1;0.145B0
50.0798Hc2. The effective GL parameter is seen to be much
larger than 2. Under a driving current, although both kinds of
T-breaking vortices can move stably in the low-field regime
H;Hc1, only the AP vortex survives at higher fields. The
P-vortex state transforms to the AP-vortex state spontane-
ously. ~If both T-breaking phases can coexist as we described
below, we define a vortex to be the AP vortex in such a sense
that the average of q is in the opposite direction of He .) This
is examined in two distinct ways. First, we set the initial state
to be the normal state, and let the system evolve for a while
by adding white Gaussian noises to the right hand sides of
Eqs. ~2! ~a similar idea to the thermal annealing18!. The noise
is shut down in further evolution. And finally we always find
the AP vortex. Second, we begin with a stabilized AP-vortex
state and flip the direction of the magnetic field abruptly. In
the low-field regime, this leads to the P-vortex state. But in
the moderate field regime and under applied currents, we
still obtain the AP-vortex state finally. ~Of course, q is re-
versed automatically from its initial direction.! Since an ex-
tremely low field is not easily accessible to experiments, we
only consider the AP-vortex motion. To be definite, let us
assume that the applied magnetic field is positive. Then the
dominant T-breaking phase in the AP-vortex state is the h1
FIG. 3. Contour plots of ~a! uh1u/uh0u and ~b! uh2u/uh0u at B
5p/50B0, obtained by replicating the 10j310j unit cell twice in
each direction. The arrows and the labels 1 denote the winding
points. Note also the equivalent points.phase. It is found that although the h1 phase is the dominant
phase ~see below!, the h2 phase remains nonvanishing at all
fields below Hc2. This is in contrast to the situation of the
axial vortices examined above. In Fig. 1 the open squares
show the free AP-vortex flow resistivity as a function of the
magnetic induction. As a consequence of the nontrivial co-
existence of both T-breaking phases, the simplest linear law
is clearly violated. The free flow resistivity is linear at low
fields, but with a larger slope ~see the dashed asymptote line!
than what the simplest linear law would predict. At higher
fields B/Bc2.0.3 the resistivity deviates from the low-field
asymptote gradually. The low-field asymptote line intersects
with rF /rn51 at approximately B/Bc25Hc2
I /Hc2;0.6,
suggesting the crossover behavior begins at the smaller up-
per critical field. To gain more insights into the anomalous
crossover behavior, we present contour plots of h6 at two
representative fields in Figs. 3 (B5p/50B0) and Figs. 4 (B
51.09B0). For better visual quality, we have replicated the
unit cell in our simulations twice in the x ~horizontal! and y
~vertical! directions. In Figs. 3 we see that the AP vortex is
of a crescent shape as found earlier.8 On the other hand, in a
unit cell the h1 phase has a single winding while h2 has
three windings ~cf. Ref. 8!, with one of them being at the
crescent front ~see the arrow! and the other two being shown
as labels 1 in Fig. 3~b!. A closer inspection reveals that there
is no shared winding point for h6 phases in Figs. 3. This is
because the separation of winding points lowers the kinetic
FIG. 4. The same plots as Figs. 3 except that B51.09B0. The
unit cell has dimensions 2.4j32.4j . The arrows and the label 2
denote the winding points.
10 310 57BRIEF REPORTSenergy. The field energy is also lifted but is negligible at low
fields. Interestingly, by varying the direction of the applied
current, we always find that the crescent front is directed
along the moving direction of the AP vortex. At high fields,
as in Figs. 4, the arrangement of the winding points changes.
Since we have used a square vortex lattice geometry in the
simulations, the profiles of h6 are fourfold symmetric in
Figs. 4. We have also used a rectangular unit cell with two
flux quantum ~in order to mimic hexagonal and other oblique
vortex lattice structures! to find that there is always geomet-
ric frustration at low fields. The question of what should be
the correct symmetry of the vortex lattice has been addressed
by Tokuyasu et al. for the P vortices.8 Since the only
symmetry of a single crescent vortex is a reflection symme-
try, we believe that the assumption of a square lattice is
reasonable but the lattice structure itself may deserve further
investigations. The consequence of lattice geometry to the
vortex polarity and the vortex flow resistivity will be
examined below. Returning to our Figs. 4, we see that at this
field, h1 and h2 share one winding point ~see the arrows!,
evidently because at this level of field the energy gain
in the kinetic part plays a less important role. On the other
hand, the h2 phase has a twofold winding indicated by the
label 2 in Fig. 4~b!. Collecting the results at extremely low
and high fields, we suspect that the structure of individual
vortices plays an important role in the behavior of vortex
flow.
The abnormal transport behavior of T-breaking vortices
turns out to be rather generic at other points in the parameter
space, provided that the aspect ratio K1 /K2(5k1 /k2)Þ1
and Hc2
I ÞHc2
II
. If Hc2
I ,Hc2
II (Hc2I .Hc2II ) the AP ~P! vortex
is favored under an applied current. Since the behavior of the
P vortex is similar to that of the AP vortex as found in our
simulations, we concentrate on the behavior of the AP vor-
tex. With increasing Hc2
II /Hc2
I
, the crossover regime in the
flow resistivity is found to be broader. We present two such
examples in Fig. 1 for k159k250.9, D k˜50.1, and b˜2
50.02 at k52 ~open triangles! and k54 ~open diamonds!.
Here Hc2
I 51.25B0 and Hc2II 59.205B0. Apart from the ge-
neric feature just mentioned, we see that the low-field as-
ymptote seems to be independent of k . The shape of a knee~with a plateau at high fields! in the crossover is now obvi-
ous. Moreover, the low-field asymptote intersects with
rF /rn51 at B/Bc2;0.14, again corresponding to the
smaller upper critical field Hc2
I
. It seems likely that the vor-
tex flow resistivity deviates significantly from the low-field
asymptote beyond the smaller upper critical field at which
winding-point separation is no longer energetically favor-
able.
At this stage, it seems pertinent to mention to what extent
the above results for square vortex lattices are generic for
other geometries. For this purpose, in Fig. 1 we have
also presented vortex flow resistivity for hexagonal
lattices ~crosses and stars!. We note that the polarity
of the dynamically stable vortices is the same as in
the hexagonal lattice. Evidently, from Fig. 1 the free
flow resistivity is not at all as sensitive to the geometry as
one would have expected. However, this is reasonable in that
the interaction between the vortices at low fields is weak
while the vortices ~for the dominant phase! undergo
core transitions to be locally axial at high fields for any ge-
ometry.
Concluding Fig. 1, we observe that the nonlinear behavior
of the resistivity is a rather general feature of superconduct-
ors with multiple-component unconventional pairing. We
suspect that such a highly nonlinear behavior might have
been observed in the recent field-dependent resistivity mea-
surements of Wu et al. in the Sr2YRu12xCuO6 system ~car-
rying a possible odd-parity pairing state with Tc;30 K!.5 To
bear out this conjecture, we first fit the diamonds in Fig. 1 by
a polynomial function, rF5rn(T) f @B/Hc2(T)# . Using the
same choices for rn(T), Hc2(T), m(T ,B) and the zero-
resistance criterion as those used for the dashed line in
Fig. 2, we obtain the zero-resistance B(T) line, the solid line
in Fig. 2, in connection with nonlinear vortex flow resistiv-
ity. Evidently the solid line agrees better with Fig. 4 of Ref.
5 qualitatively because of the crossover behavior of the
highly nonlinear vortex resistivity.
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